Public Consultation

The following are the comments received from third and fourth grade students at Queenston Drive Public School in Mississauga.

_The Eagles Among Us._

Hello my name is Malakat. I am in grade 4, and I like the eagles the best out of 3 statues because they have bright colors that stand out from far, and I like the pattern on the circular wing. And friendly kids might like it because it does not look mean, this is why I like eagles.
Hello my name is Brighton and I am in grade 3. I pick The Eagles Among us because I love the colors they look good with the Eagles. And I like how they are standing in a circle. I like they are talking together. They all are really good they look so pretty that it will look good in the park. I think when kids come to see it they are going to like it. It stands out so kids could stand from far and see it.

My name is Milton and I am in grade 3, age 9. I have an opinion of my favorite painting painted by you guys in Stoney Creek near 403. My favorite painting is the 4 eagle one because I like how each of the 4 eagles represent something. Reason #2 is that I like the colors because they are 4 of my favourite colours and they look colourful. Hoping to add 2 more – 1 blue, 1 green which are 2 of my other favourite colours. The colours could be seen from far away. Mrs. Toni Cadieux is telling us that we will be visiting you guys at Stoney Creek on May 31st, the last day of May.
Hi, my name is Mia McCallum.

I am in grade three. I like the Eagles Among Us, because the colors are
unique and beautiful. The Eagles all have a name different from mine.
The Eagles look like they are
in a group and thinking about
the people that are far away. I think they will like them. I look
like they are sharing ideas.
It is beautiful when something is made out of
marble. The colors stand out
nicely. I love the Eagles the best.

Hello, my name is Trace. My favourite piece
of art is The Eagles Among Us. It's a great piece
of art. It's a metal or bronze and they have
a lot of love. I like the different colors and
it just amazes me. The Eagles Among Us rock.
Hello my name is Ryan and I am in grade 3. My favourite piece of art is the eagle among us because they represent something. They are my favourite colours and I think when I will go to the park they look good. My favourite one was the red one because it has animal tracks and great patterns.

Hello my name is Muna and I am in Grade 4. I pick eagles among us because I like the color of them. They look really bright. They stand out. They are really pretty. I love the color white but I still like all of them. They stand out really bright. The kids will love it. The kids will love it so much.

Hello my name is Celesty and I am in grade 3. My favorite piece of art is The Eagles Among Us. I like it because eagles are 1 of my favorite birds. I love their colors. It also looks like they are talking in a group. I also like that they represent the circle of life and the circle of life is very important to the panel. They also
Hello, my name is Roweida Khalaf and I am in Grade 3. My favourite image was "Eagles Among Us" because they have contrasting colours and those contrasting colours are 4 of my favourite colors which are: purple, green, red, yellow, white, black and blue! Another reason is because EAGLES are my favourite birds and there are 4 birds and in my country 4 is a really lucky number and a famous number too! Also, the 4 eagles are chatting together too! Also the ground is made look like they are out of marbles and marble are my favourite stone!

That's why I love the eagle image!
Hi, my name is Rama. I am in grade three. I chose the eagles because they are really colorful and kids would like the eagles. Four is my favorite number and there is four eagles. I chose it because the colors pop out. That's why I chose the eagles to be in the battlefield house.

Hi, I'm in grade 3. I've really liked all of the things, but my favourite one is the Eagles Among Us because they all have a special meaning. Something cool and I love the marbles and it's so so cool. The eagles look like there talking to one another and I like to talk. It will be nice we get it as well because kids will like it they can play around it. It has a lot of colors that I mostly wear. They look nice and one of them are blue and my favourite color is blue so please can we have it.

Hello, my my name is Danielle and I am in grade 3. My favourite piece of art is The Eagles Among Us because they are really easy to notice, they represent different belts, they're really shiny and they're really smooth.
Hollow, my name is Hayson. I am 8 years old and in grade 3. I think the Eagles are cool because I was born on June 4th, and it is good that they are colorful. I think it is better than a regular spot with a nice fountain than it looks better. So that is why I think you should choose the Eagles.

Hello, my name is Hannah, and I am in grade 3. My favorite art piece is The Eagles Among Us because there are 4 of the Eagles and 4 is my lucky number. I also like it because the different Eagles are different colors: white, black, red, and yellow. They are also part of the circle of life, and I love the circle of life. What is one of the interesting points is that all of the Eagles represent something different. I like this art piece the most because most people think "Oh look at that Stachus!" And then they walk away, but these are very special Stachus!
Hello, my name is Kanyana and I'm in Grade 4. My favourite painting is the one spectacular the eagles but mostly I like the bright colour like the yellow one and the red one because they really stand out. I think it is important for the eagles to stand out so people could see from far away and they might like it and come for a visit or a tour. That's why I think that's important for the eagles to stand out.

Hello, my name is Zain Ali and I am in Grade 3. I really like the eagles among us because it has 4 different colours and I really like the design. I can say the colours without looking at it: Red, Black, White and yellow. I really like eagles once I even made an eagle for a mascot challenge but it had hard and T-shirt. Once my friend who is also doing the letter he told me that an eagle can grab a turtles shell that is so cool it could take days to make that. That's all for now.
Hello, my name is Jayla. I am in grade 4. I like the Eagles Among Us because it has lots of colors and people who visited would like to take pictures and discuss them. All the colors represent something to me. Red means war, white means hope, yellow means the seven grandfathers, and black means allies.

Hi, my name is Praima. I am in grade 3. My favorite statue is The Eagles Among Us. I like that statue because it is really colourful. It looks like the Eagles are talking to each other, they are in a good motion how they are facing each other, and I like the stone Marble. I can not wait to see the winners.
Hi, my name is Emma and I am in grade 4. From all 3 pictures I chose the 4 eagles because I like the colour. I also like what each colour means. The white is my favourite because it represents peace and it could also mean the peace after the war of 1812. I also think that when children come they will probably want to take pictures with it. You can see the eagles from far away.

Hello, my name is Kayla. I’m in grade 4, age 9, and my favourite monument is the eagles among us, because they were made from the circle of life, and the Indians made them by hand, and they made the monument out of marble, and they made the floor out of marble. Also, I think children would love them. But they stand out in the forest, and I think it’s unique that the yellow is east, and red is south, and black is west, and white is north. My favourite colour is the black eagle, because it means lots of special things and the other eagles mean important to. The eagles really catch my eye.
Hello, my name is Ehab and I am in grade 4.

My favourite picture was the eagle’s and because my favourite colour is black so there was a black eagle I think like those eagle because they standing together in circle so I thought they were like talking with each other and I also like how those eagle are in different colour’s each eagle represent like the black one is west, while is north, red is east, yellow is south.

Hello my name is Amira, I’m in grade 4, and I vote for the eagles among us because it has more than one colour, it’s like the four of them are talking to each other and people would love to take pictures inside of the four eagles kids would love to see and play around the eagles and what the colour represent’s while is my favorite one it stand’s for hope and it looks like it is covered in snow. That’s what I choose.
Hello, My name is Zain Kadri and I'm in grade 3. My favourite painting is Jack Norton, because it looks old and emotional. It also looks like he's a real spirit in the picture. I also like it because it will look like he's a real person holding the belt and looking at the ground it would be like he's sorry to his nation or something. This is why I like the painting Jack Norton.

Hello my name is Subeyda and I am in grade 3. My favourite art work is The Spirit of John Norton. This art work is the one I like because it looks realistic and the colors are really well done. I think the The Spirit of John Norton belongs in Battlefield Park because John Norton was part of the war of 1812. Also because I think John Norton was a very important person in the war of 1812. I think was kids see The Spirit of John Norton they may think it is real. These are the reasons why I think The Spirit of John Norton should be in Battlefield Park.
Hello my name is Antonio my favourite piece of art is the print of John Norton because it has lots of detail and looks so good. I would look at it for about one hour.

Hello my name is Aiden and I'm in grade 4. And I like John Norton because he fought in different battles to help the British like tehcurmch.

Hello my name is Sharaan. I am in grade three. My favorite thing is the spirit of John Norton because he looks cool, realistc and like a ghost. When I look at him he catches my attention. It looks cool because the person who made it made the John Norton statue look real and peel. I can't wait to see the John Norton statue someday in battle field.
Hello my name is Abdullah and I am in grade 4. I like “The Spirit of John Norton” because it looks really realistic. Also because it looks really emotional. It has lots of colour too! The colours stand out so you can see it from far far away. I think it should be there because he took an important part in the war of 1812. I hope it will be there when I go to Battlefield house on May 31st.

Wampum Belt Structure and Medicine Wheel Plaza. – No Comments

None of the Above (N/A). – No Comments